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Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Conyers, and distinguished members of the Committee on
the Judiciary, thank you for the opportunity to submit this Statement for the Record on this hearing,
“Exploring Alternative Solutions on the Internet Sales Tax Issue.” Our company, FedTax, is the
proud inventor and operator of TaxCloud, a free online sales tax compliance service now being used
by approximately 5,000 online retailers of all sizes. TaxCloud is available at no cost to retailers
because we are a Certified Service Provider (CSP) for the twenty-four Member States of the
Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement (SSUTA). Our company was founded in 2008 by
technology executives with decades of experience building some of the most recognizable brands in
e-commerce. At our previous companies we experienced firsthand how difficult sales tax compliance
can be, and we made it our mission to make sales tax compliance easy for businesses and more
efficient for state and local governments. As we have grown, our executive team has expanded to
include payments industry executives as well as nationally recognized sales tax and public policy
experts.
In his opening remarks, Chairman Goodlatte named several technology-related fears regarding the
Marketplace Fairness Act that we are uniquely qualified to address: technical capabilities of the
prescribed free software, integration costs related to the free software, concerns for the direct mail
industry, and concerns related to additional audit exposure.
We agree that Chairman Goodlatte’s stated concerns are important, and we are convinced that they
can (and should) be addressed.
This testimony is not based upon hypothetical notions or unproven theories. Rather, it is informed
by our direct experience as a SSUTA CSP since 2010.
A brief background: SSUTA’s goal is to minimize or eliminate the burdens of sales tax compliance
for businesses. Since its inception in 1999, it has sought input from state and local governments as
well as the business community through regularly scheduled public meetings.
During its first few years, SSUTA stakeholders publicly debated many different sales tax
modernization and simplification schemes (a subset of which have been proposed before the
committee today). Ultimately, they agreed on an approach that relied upon modern technologies to
accommodate the many nuances and variations in sales tax law across state and local governments.
Over the next few years, the SSUTA states developed the Certified Service Provider program,
including the policies, practices, and procedures to be employed by each of the participating states to
test and verify that a CSP candidate’s software and/or service adhered not only to SSUTA’s rules
(including sourcing, taxability, rounding rules, etc.) but also to each state’s statutes. Today, six
companies (including ours) have achieved CSP designation. It should also be noted that achieving
CSP designation is not a one-time event but an ongoing process; our systems are regularly tested,
verified, and audited by the states to maintain our certified status.
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During this time, SSUTA stakeholders also worked with the tax technology group TIGERS1 to
develop standard formats for states to provide open source sales tax rate and jurisdictional boundary
data for use by the business community. The work with TIGERS also included the specification and
adoption of a Simplified Electronic Return (SER), based upon the widely used e-file format.
The current SSUTA Member States represent more than half of the states with sales and use tax
laws, including Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
In these SSUTA states, each of the CSPs already manages all aspects of sales tax compliance for
their respective retailers. These responsibilities include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Calculation of applicable sales tax rates (including state, county, city, and special jurisdictions)
Application of any full or partial product-based exemptions
Capturing any available use-based exemptions
Detailed jurisdictional (and sub-jurisdictional) reporting of sales tax collections
Automated, timely filing of sales tax returns
Automated remittance of sales tax proceeds to applicable jurisdictions
Primary response to any jurisdictional audit inquiries

Some have suggested that systems capable of keeping track of the sales tax laws of over 9,600
jurisdictions simply do not exist, or that the technologies necessary to achieve compliance would be
prohibitively costly for small businesses. TaxCloud’s direct work with taxpayers refutes these
assertions. It doesn’t matter if there are 9,600 or 96,000 jurisdictions; modern e-commerce systems
are adept at easily managing such diversity, as Joe Crosby noted in his testimony before the
committee. Businesses do not need to spend enormous quantities of time or resources to achieve
compliance.
Even with free software already available, opponents continue to complain that businesses will be
burdened with the costs of integrating such software into their existing systems. This line of
argument ignores the reality that all but the very largest retailers (and a few retailers who rely on
legacy systems) rely upon pre-written software and/or online hosted platforms for e-commerce and
1

The Tax Information Interchange Task Group of ANSI ASC X12 was formed in 1991, and initially worked with traditional EDI
formats. The Task Group produced X12 standard Transaction Set 813, the generic EDI tax filing, which is still in use today in the
Motor Fuel and Sales Tax areas. TIGERS began working with XML in December 2000, and issued its first production schema set in
2003.

The task group became "TIGERS" in December 1994, with the realization that technical standards were not enough states and their partners needed guidance and assistance in turning the standards into actively supported electronic
commerce programs. The group broadened its scope to include peer reviews of state technical implementations and
mappings, guidance in technical infrastructure for e-commerce, and model documentation for the business rules
enforced by the state programs.
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order management. Retailers rely upon these systems to avoid the costs of developing, managing,
and maintaining such systems on their own, costs that are magnified by the changing nature of ecommerce, which is constantly responding to evolving cyber-crime threats, payments and security
industry best-practices, and, yes, even legislative requirements. When their retailer clients need to
collect sales tax, platform vendors will provide ways for them to do so, embedded within the
platforms that retailers already use.
E-commerce platform vendors are intensely competitive and focused; they take pride in not only
complying with evolving requirements but often surpassing them, occasionally with stunning results.
For example, much of the cloud computing infrastructure now transforming every corner of the
technology sector can be traced to several of the largest e-commerce companies adapting to comply
with the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002. There is no reason to believe these e-commerce platform
vendors will not respond to action by Congress in an equally competitive manner to provide sales
tax management services for their clients. In fact, this process is already underway—almost all of the
most widely used e-commerce and order management platforms have already adopted and
integrated with one or more CSPs.
Some direct mail businesses are concerned that they could be required to include within their mail
order catalogs a very long insert with every possible sales tax rate in the country. But mail order
catalogs are designed to be mailed to their customers, so each customer’s mailing address can be
harnessed to solve this problem. Just as the catalog vendor prints each customer’s address on each
catalog, there is no reason they couldn’t print the effective sales tax rate for that specific address
right on the mailing label!
Leveraging the address block for other customer-specific data is a technique routinely practiced in
the direct mail industry today. Most mail order catalogs already print customer-specific Customer
Reference or Quick Service Numbers (usually 5 to 9 characters), which the customer conveys to a
sales agent when placing a phone order or enters on the website when placing an online order.
Furthermore, most catalog retailers encourage their customers to place their orders online or by
phone; many don’t even offer paper ordering forms any longer. Of course, once a customer
“channel shifts” from the printed catalog to an online storefront or telephone order, both of these
ordering systems can rely upon free software and services provided by the states to determine the
correct sales tax rates and even apply any available item-level exemptions.
If a catalog exemption is to be included, it should be carefully crafted so as not to favor catalog
retailers over other remote retailers (or local retailers).
Another concern is related to the threat of remote state audits. Under the current CSP system,
CSPs, not their retailers, are responsible for responding to audit inquiries. In most cases the CSP
already has all of the information necessary to respond to such audit requests, without any effort by
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the retailer. As this committee considers alternatives to deal with audit concerns, one option is to
rely upon the integrity of the states’ CSP certification process and shield any retailer relying upon
the services of a CSP from remote state audits.
FedTax believes that the central tenet of any internet sales tax legislation must be a federal
framework based upon the current sales tax structure. Anything else would cause an
immense disruption to businesses across the nation.
Some witnesses have asserted that SSUTA’s simplifications are insufficient to remove perceived
compliance burdens. We would note that the other solutions that were proposed, such as origin
sourcing or an “IFTA-like” home-base proposal, create compliance burdens of their own—and if
they choose these options, states would be jettisoning a fully developed, functioning system that has
been eliminating compliance burdens for 15 years in favor of an untested, hypothetical system that
might take years to create and that businesses and consumers have no experience using.
Disruption of existing business processes by changing to a new system will damage the economy
and cause needless delays in solving this pressing problem.
Compliance burdens can be eliminated by requiring states with collection authority to provide
retailers with automated technology solutions (including software and/or services) that can manage
compliance tasks for all states with collection authority, and that are verified and certified by each
such state’s revenue agency to ensure compliance with that state’s sales and use tax laws. In addition:


Certified systems must be allowed to file sales tax returns and remit sales tax proceeds on behalf
of remote retailers.



Certification is necessary for states to have the certainty necessary to grant comprehensive
liability relief for remote retailers relying upon such systems.



States must be required to certify multiple providers to ensure an open and free market.



Providers of certified systems must be compensated by the certifying state to eliminate costs for
remote retailers. Such compensation should be paid by the states from the remotely collected
sales tax proceeds.



Retailers’ reimbursement for expenses related to integration and initial setup costs should be
paid by the states from the remotely collected sales tax proceeds.



States must provide publicly available electronic (machine-readable) data sources for sales and
use tax rates, jurisdictional boundaries, and taxability of goods and services. These data sources
must be available for all businesses to rely upon, even those not using a certified system.



States must allow certified systems to automatically register businesses in their state.



States must support a central registration process to allow remote retailers to register easily and
quickly in all states.
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States must make a single statewide agency responsible for accepting sales tax returns and sales
tax proceeds.



Recognizing the multichannel nature of modern retail, states must be able to accept multiple
(nonduplicative) sales tax returns, possibly one per channel.



Destination sourcing must be required for interstate sales. Destination-based sourcing returns
the tax collected to the customer’s tax jurisdiction.



There must be limitations on audits, such as restricting audits to sellers above a certain threshold,
or a consolidated audit, or even exempting retailers that use a Certified Service Providers from
audits.

The beauty of this proposal is that this system is in already in place today and it is working. The
SSUTA system currently provides proven technology solutions for the thousands of retailers that
are already collecting today. Some of the other ideas that have been proposed at the hearing have
not been tested and are not currently in use. Forcing states and businesses across the country to
adopt radically different systems will create disruption and unnecessary expense.
Why should Congress discard the Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board, which has been perfected
over several years, and replace it with a different structure? A simpler answer would be to give
collection authority to all states that meet congressionally mandated minimum simplification
requirements and require them to provide technology as listed above to reduce compliance burdens.
We know what works. It is not a single rate. It is not origin sourcing, or any of the other alternatives
presented at the hearing. They will simply muddle tax reporting further. Inaction by Congress will
encourage states to continue attempts to circumvent Quill and find solutions that may or may not
benefit the retail community and may or may not further simplification and uniformity.
What won’t work:


Origin sourcing. This scheme shortchanges state and local governments by sending their
consumers’ tax dollars to other states and countries. It also would turn jurisdictions with no sales
tax into e-commerce havens.



Requiring reporting instead of remittance. This scheme is burdensome for businesses and would
require entirely new systems at revenue departments to process and respond to such reports.
This is a highly inefficient way to collect tax that is owed.



Reporting remote sales to a clearinghouse for distribution to states. This increases administrative
expenses and replaces one bureaucracy with another—such as creating an IFTA for sales tax.



Granting states the power to exclude noncompliant retailers rather than having them collect sales
tax. States have enough difficulty tracking down in-state sellers that do not collect sales tax; the
process of identifying remote sellers that aren’t collecting and then engaging in a legal process to
bar them from selling into the state, is unduly lengthy and litigious, not to mention very
unfriendly to businesses.
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Dramatically changing the way sales tax works is not a solution. It would be a disruption for
both businesses and governments and carries unacceptable costs for both.
The issues cited as barriers for business to collecting—fear of audits by states where the retailer has
no locations, exorbitant integration costs for “free” software, catalog sellers, and data privacy—are
all easily resolved by legislation. For example, limitations on the frequency of audits and dollar
thresholds can reduce audit burden or risk. Audits of remote sellers could be performed by the
seller’s home state or by a multistate compact. Legislation should clarify that integration costs should
be paid by the states.
The simplest, least expensive, and easiest solution is to require remote retailers to collect the sales tax
at the destination and provide the technology to do so at no cost.
We urge the committee to draft a bill reflecting these core concepts and report it favorably to the
House of Representatives for action in this session of Congress. Your action would reward the years
of effort and cooperation between businesses and states to modernize and simplify sales tax
collection and administration while eliminating tax compliance burdens.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to submit this Statement for the Record on this
important issue.

R. David L. Campbell
Chief Executive Officer
The Federal Tax Authority, LLC
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